
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF MISSISSIPPI

SOUTHERN DIVISION

ROBERT R. GAGNÉ                                       PLAINTIFF

VS.            CIVIL ACTION NO.:1:06-CV-0711—LTS-RHW

STATE FARM FIRE AND CASUALTY COMPANY,
EXPONENT, INC., et al.         DEFENDANTS

    PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO COMPEL (Expedited Briefing and Hearing Requested)

COMES NOW THE PLAINTIFF, and files this Motion to Compel the Defendant, State 

Farm Fire and Casualty Company, to produce the following documents and/or information:

1.  Plaintiff put State Farm on notice of the types of documents and information he would 

be seeking in this litigation at various times over the last two years. The two categories Plaintiff 

has been most interested in are: 1) Documents that indicated communication and/or collusion in 

writing engineering reports between Exponent, Inc. and State Farm Fire & Casualty Co.; and 2) 

Documents that indicated a decision to deny a series of engineering assignments on slab claims 

that  resulted  in  the   denial  of  the  engineering  assignment  on the  Gagné claim.   State  Farm 

steadfastly denied such events were even possible (despite obviously being aware they were 

misleading  the  Court  and  the  Plaintiff).  These  requests  have  been  met  with  a  variety  of 

responses, none of which have led to the production of the evidence.  It is now apparent, to all 

persons that Exponent and State Farm did collude about the substance of reports prior to issuing 

them AND that certain uncompleted engineering assignments (including the Gagné assignment) 

on slab claims were canceled at some point in the Fall of 2005.  Further, that these cancellations 

were defacto denials of the slab claims and in the Gagné claim, resulting in a complete denial of 

coverage without an arguable basis.  Plaintiff respectfully suggests that State Farm's discovery 
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tactic of pretending these major events never occurred has harmed several litigants, should alarm 

and concern the Court, and mandate prompt and substantial action.  

2.  Emails acquired by Plaintiff (outside the litigation) clearly indicate that Exponent was 

sharing draft reports with State Farm in mid-October of 2005.  Several witnesses have denied 

this under oath. This is a key time in the Gagné claim because in early October, the engineer who 

inspected the property had concluded in his inspection notes that "wind caused the catastrophic 

loss." How this conclusion changed to "the home received no wind damage whatsoever," is an 

important  aspect  of  Plaintiff's  claim.    Joanna  Meldrum of  Exponent,  Inc.,  testified  at  her 

deposition to the following:

Pg. 71, l. 11-14, (Exhibit “A”)

Q: In your role, were you privy to draft reports?
Mr. Williams: Objection to form.
A: No.

Pg. 79, l. 9-13, (Exhibit “B”)

Q: Was there ever a occasion where State Farm was trying to make a decision on a claim and 
wanted to know what information you had assembled prior to issuing a report?
A: No.

John Osteraas, the Senior Engineer and VP in charge of Engineering Reports for Exponent, Inc. 

testified as follows:

Pg. 81, l. 25 through pg. 82 l. 1-7, (Exhibit “C”)

 Q.  Had the report been provided to State Farm
 1  as of November 11th, 2005 --
 2           MR. FOSTER:  Objection; asked and answered.
 3  BY MR. HEARIN:
 4       Q.  -- whether in final form or in
 5  substantially completed?
 6       A.  We -- we did not provide drafts any of our
 7     reports to State Farm. (Emphasis added.)   
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       3.   Plaintiff recently came into possession of a series of emails that indicate the corporate 

representatives and key witnesses have been misleading Mr. Gagné (and the Court) in an attempt 

to restrict discovery (Exhibit “D”) and unfairly impact the litigation.  State Farm's original 30(b)

(6)  representative  denied  draft  engineering  reports  existed  and  that  the  reports  or  other 

information was not going back and forth between Exponent and State Farm prior to issuing a 

final engineering report:

 Mr. Hearin:

 Q Okay, based upon your knowledge of the Gagné claim and your involvement 
in  the  Gagné  claims,  in  particular  your  involvement  in  complying  with  the 
complaint  to  the  Mississippi  Insurance  Commission,  to  the  best  of  your 
knowledge, was State Farm aware of the findings of Calvin Thomas, when he did 
an inspection on October 6, 2005?
A. To the extent we had the report that was issued by Exponent following his 
inspection, we were. But did we know everything that Calvin Thomas compiled, 
only if it was sent to us.
Q. So you were unable to tell either way?
A I think we were aware of Calvin Thomas' field work? Well were were, because 
we got a copy of the report that, in essence, was based on his field work. So we 
were aware to that extent.
Q.  Would  there  be  anything  transmitted  to  State  Farm,  other  than  the 
report, from the engineering firm?
A. No.
Q Okay.
A No.
(Emphasis added.)

Q  As  a  practice,  when  you  were  working  a  claim  file  with,  for  example, 
Exponent, would you forward them internal State Farm documents that would, 
you know, perhaps related to weather conditions or storm surge, or do--do you 
recall?
A No I wouldn't.
Q You wouldn't?
A I would not.
Q Okay. And how --what would you--would be relying on them to make those 
determinations as to those factors and their causation in the -- their effect on 
causation?
A Yes I would expect them to do the research that would allow them to come to 
an opinion, and that would be part of the research that I would expect them to do 
independently.
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Q Okay And would there be any back and forth between yourself and the 
engineering firm, a third-party engineering firm, during the evaluation of the 
claim prior to the report being issued?

A. No, No.1 (Exhibit “E”) (Emphasis added.)

On October 19, 2005, Joanna Meldrum of Exponent, Inc. forwarded a “status” report to 

Mark Wilcox at State Farm.  Next, Mark Wilcox forwarded the email to David Haddock and 

Sandy Schmidt.  David Haddock then forwarded it to Lecky King with the instructions, “Please 

review this report from Exponent.”  Lecky King reviews the engineering report and emails Mark 

Wilcox, David Haddock and Dave Randel as follows: “I have some great concerns... Look at the 

pictures in the file.  There is little wind damage to the roof.”  Clearly Exponent is forwarding 

drafts to State Farm that are being reviewed substantively by Lecky King. State Farm and 

Exponent have misled the Plaintiff  and the Court about this process. What happened after 

Lecky King expressed her displeasure is anybody's guess since State Farm continues to pretend 

that these communications never occurred and has refused to produce documents associated with 

this process.  Plaintiff has determined the process did occur and suggests to the Court that State 

Farm's failure to acknowledge their existence in the discovery process is continued bad faith that 

harms the Plaintiff.

4. State Farm served Initial Disclosures on December 12, 2006 (Exhibit “F”). Plaintiff 

served  Interrogatories  and  Requests  for  Production  on  January  24  & 25,  2007 (Cumulative 

Exhibit “G”). Request No. 20 of Plaintiff's Request for Production of Documents stated, “Please 

produce all documents, communications, e-mails, and/or instruments that relate to adjusting  

homeowners claims where the structure was reduced to a slab by Hurricane Katrina.  This  

should  include  any  documents  related  to  the  “wind/water  protocol”  developed  and  

implemented by State Farm.  State Farm filed its initial response to Plaintiff's Interrogatories 

1 Gagné v State Farm, Deposition of State Farm, July 26, 2007, 76:11-77:8; 79:23-80:18
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and Requests for Production on March 19, 2007 (Cumulative Exhibit “H”).  State Farm filed its 

1st Supplemental Response to Plaintiff's Request for Documents on June 1, 2007 (only Notice of 

Service filed; responses never received). On September 19, 2008 Plaintiff proffered a Second 

request for Production of Documents (Second Set) and sought the following:

REQUEST NO. 21: Please produce all emails received by or written by State Farm personnel 
that reference the Plaintiff’s claims or that discuss the general policy of ordering, canceling, or 
handling investigative materials related to engineering assignments and reports.  This request is 
limited to Hurricane Katrina claims and to the time period of August 29, 2005 through May 8, 
2006. 

REQUEST NO. 22: Please produce all documents or correspondence related to actuarial studies 
and/or cost-benefit analysis done by or on behalf of State Farm that relate to: denying a particular 
set of claims including, but not limited to, denying certain slab claims, certain claims within the 
debris  line,  certain  slab claims within the debris  line,  certain  claims at  or below a specified 
elevation level, certain slab claims at or below a specified elevation level, certain claims within a 
specified geographic area, and/or certain slab claims within a specified geographic area.  This 
request is limited to Hurricane Katrina claims and to the time period of August 29, 2005 through 
May 8, 2006.

5. State Farm responded anew with objections that again purposefully misled Plaintiff 

and this Court into thinking they made no multi-claims decisions that affected the Gagné claim. 

State Farm filed supplemental responses to Plaintiff's Requests for Interrogatories on October 6, 

2008 (Exhibit “I”); State Farm filed its second supplemental responses to Plaintiff's Requests for 

Documents on October 6, 2008 (Exhibit “J”).

6. On October 10, 2008, Counsel for Plaintiff sent Defendant State Farm Plaintiff's 

Request for Production of Documents (Third Set) which stated:

REQUEST  NO.  24:  Please  produce  all  documents  created  between  August  29,  2005  and 
November  11,  2005  that  relate  to  the  adjustment  of  slab,  foundation-only,  cabana,  and/or 
“popsicle” claims or the cancellation of engineering reports on said same, in South Mississippi 
for damages suffered during Hurricane Katrina.  Include in your production: the notebooks, files 
of  Katrina  related  documents,  employee  calendars,  working  files  of  State  Farm employees, 
emails, meeting agendas, materials presented at meetings and all pages or documents that have 
been removed from the aforesaid sources by State Farm representatives. These documents should 
include Steve Burke’s notebook/record of Katrina activities (and the pages removed by State 
Farm personnel) as referenced as exhibit 158 of the Burke deposition in Marion v. State Farm, 
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1:06cv969;  Stephen  Hinkle’s  working  manila  file,  calendar,  documents,  and  paper  notes 
provided to State Farm’s legal department as described in the Hinkle deposition in Illing v. State 
Farm,  1:06cv513,  pgs.  69-76;  Meeting  agendas  as  referenced  by  State  Farm employees  in 
various depositions, including Kirk Angelle’s deposition in Guice v. State Farm, 1:06cv001, pgs 
27-28; Dave Randel’s  documents,  notes,  meeting agendas and calendars as referenced in his 
deposition in Guice v. State Farm, 1:06cv001 pages 73-78, Lecky King’s emails referenced as 
exhibits 163-165 in the Burke deposition in Guice v. State Farm, 1:06cv001, and documents that 
relate  to storm surge heights,  their  relationship to  insured structures,  and how that  impacted 
coverage or adjustment decisions.

7. On October 11, 2008 Plaintiff served Plaintiff's Request for Production of Documents 

(Fourth Set) which stated:

REQUEST NO. 24: Please produce all documents created between August 29, 2005 and
November  11,  2005  that  relate  to  the  adjustment  of  slab,  foundation-only,  cabana,  and/or 
“popsicle” claims or the cancellation of engineering reports on said same, in South Mississippi 
for damages suffered during Hurricane Katrina. Include in your production: the notebooks, files 
of  Katrina  related  documents,  employee  calendars,  working  files  of  State  Farm employees, 
emails, meeting agendas, materials presented at meetings and all pages or documents that have 
been removed from the aforesaid sources by State Farm representatives. These documents should 
include Steve Burke’s notebook/record of Katrina activities (and the pages removed by State 
Farm personnel) as referenced as exhibit 158 of the Burke deposition in Marion v. State Farm, 
1:06cv969;  Stephen  Hinkle’s  working  manila  file,  calendar,  documents,  and  paper  notes 
provided to State Farm’s legal department as described in the Hinkle deposition in Illing v. State 
Farm,  1:06cv513,  pgs.  69-76;  Meeting  agendas  as  referenced  by  State  Farm employees  in 
various depositions, including Kirk Angelle’s deposition in Guice v. State Farm, 1:06cv001, pgs 
27-28; Dave Randel’s  documents,  notes,  meeting agendas and calendars as referenced in his 
deposition in Guice v. State Farm, 1:06cv001 pages 73-78, Lecky King’s emails referenced as 
exhibits 163-165 in the Burke deposition in Guice v. State Farm, 1:06cv001, and documents that 
relate  to storm surge heights,  their  relationship to  insured structures,  and how that  impacted 
coverage or adjustment decisions.

8. State Farm did produce some documents totally non-responsive to Plaintiff's requests 

on October 15, 2008, but failed to produce many documents responsive to Plaintiff's discovery 

requests  (Exhibit  “K”).  With  regard to  certain  critical  categories  of  discoverable  documents, 

Defendants apparently unilaterally decided that they were not discoverable. It appears from this 

submission that State Farm only provided emails that specifically referenced the Gagné claim 

and purposefully withheld known documents relating to how slab claims were handled generally 

during key time periods relevant to the Gagné claim.
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On November 6, 2008, Counsel for Plaintiff sent Counsel for Defendants a detailed good 

faith letter addressing numerous deficiencies in State Farm's discovery responses (Exhibit “L”). 

Counsel for Defendants have not responded and Defendants have failed, through the present, to 

remedy any of the deficiencies identified by Plaintiff. Meanwhile, Plaintiff has been deprived of 

using these documents during depositions.

On November 11, 2008 State Farm sent its 4th Supplemental Response to Request for 

Production of Documents and its 3rd Supplemental Response to Request for Interrogatories.  On 

November 14, 2008 State Farm sent its 4th Supplemental Request for Interrogatories and its 5th 

Supplemental Request for Production of Documents. On November 24, 2008, State Farm sent its 

5th Supplemental Response to Interrogatories and its 6th Supplemental Response to Request for 

Production of Documents. 

9. All of the State Farm responses rely on the premise that there was not a decision to 

cancel a set of engineering assignments that resulted in cancellation of the Gagné engineering 

assignment. They also rely on the false assertion that Exponent's initial inspection and report on 

the Gagné property was "independent" and not influenced by State Farm.  State Farm has known 

both of these "premises" to be false for some time, but apparently thinks they can feed false 

"premises" to certain  litigants  in hopes that  the Plaintiff's  will  resolve their  lawsuits  prior to 

learning the truth.  Plaintiff respectfully suggests this is continued bad faith and part of a cover-

up - not clever discovery tactics.  It has become clear that State Farm will not, without a Court 

Order, produce any documents that shed light on the key factual dispute in the case at bar – what 

was the basis for cancellation of the engineering assignment and denial of the Gagné claim on 

November 11, 2005?  Was it as a result of a multi-claim solution that treated certain slab claims 

similarly or was it part of an individualized adjustment of the Gagné claim?
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10. Plaintiff has elicited testimony, identified testimony in other cases and identified 

several sources of objective evidence to support the generalized treatment of certain slab claims. 

These include the following: 

11. David Haddock (hereafter “Haddock” testified in Guice v. State Farm, 1:06cv001, 

that he canceled all the uncompleted engineering assignments on slab claims and that “Lecky 

King” told him to do it. 

Pg. 143, l. 9-21, (Exhibit “M”)

  9    A.    I did not receive an e-mail or a
10   memo advising me to cancel Katrina files.
11   MR. GUNN:
12    Q.    You mean Katrina engineering
13   reports?
14    A.    Engineering reports.
15    Q.    I don't want to put words in your
16   mouth, but I think that's what you meant.
17    A.    Right.
18    Q.    But you were told, weren't you?
19    A.    I was told, yes.
20    Q.   Who told you?
21    A.   Lecky King.

See  Report of the Special Target Examination of State Farm Fire and Casualty Insurance  

Company, Cause No. 08-5827, hereafter “MDI Examination” pg. 20. (Exhibit “N”).

12. An email  dated  October  13,  2005 from Randy Down of  Forensic-Analysis  to 

Adam Sammis documented Haddock telling engineering firms to not assign percentages to wind 

versus water causation determinations,  but to just  use the term “predominate” (Exhibit  “O”).

13. Haddock testified in the case at bar that the cancellations and denials were not 

based upon geographic considerations and that the order to cancel/deny all remaining slab claims 

applied equally to a slab claim in Biloxi as it would to a slab claim in South Diamondhead.

Pg. 95, l. 4-14, (Exhibit “P”)
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4      Q    Do you know if that cancellation applied
5     to – to claims throughout south Mississippi?
6       A    Why – if that cancellation applied?
 7      Q    The cancellation that said, we're not --
 8    we're going to cancel engineering assignments on
 9    claims, the Gagné claim and similar claims to the
10    Gagné claim. Did that apply to claims in Biloxi?
11      A    Yes.
12      Q    So there wasn't any distinguishing between
13    Biloxi and Diamondhead --
14      A    No.

14. Alexis “Lecky” King  (hereafter “King”) emailed Dave Randel, Rick Moore and 

John Deganhart with a copy of the Mississippi Department of Insurance Bulletin (MDI-2005-6) 

that urges insurers to give their policyholders the benefit of the doubt. King's email contains the 

phrase “let the fun begin” (Exhibit “Q”).

15. On  September  21,  2005,  King  emails  Dave  Randel,  Rick  Moore,  and  John 

Deganhart that she was up late into the night worrying... has idea to not send engineers to each 

house but to deny claims and have policyholder hire their own experts (Exhibit “R”).

16. Steve Burke and other Team Managers and adjusters  attend meetings  held by 

King and/or Rick Moore where Burke keeps contemporaneous notes.  These notes include the 

following  phrases,  “just  say  no”  (to  wind claims),  “Denials  –  start  doing  now no  need  for 

engineers” and “pay on the backside if wind” (Exhibit “S”).

17. Engineering firms that are finding wind damages are being threatened or fired, 

i.e., Dreaux Seghers and Forensic Failure Analysis Associates (Exhibit “T”).

18. The inspecting Engineer on the Gagné property records in his inspection notes 

that  “wind caused the catastrophic loss.” (Exhibit “U”).
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19. State  Farm denies  the  claim in its  entirety  and cancels  the engineering  report 

simultaneously  on  November  11,  2005  requesting  that  a  report  not  be  written  and  that  the 

“investigative materials” be forwarded (to be put in the claims file) (Exhibit “V”).

20. “Investigative materials” (wind caused the loss) are not forwarded (Exhibit “W”).

21. Inspecting  engineer  “changes  mind”  and  signs  unsolicited  report  immediately 

following his receipt of a check in excess of $37,000 (Exhibit “X”).

22. Unsolicited  report  inconclusive  as  to  wind  damage,  “may  have  occurred”  - 

conclusive as to water (see Exhibit “X”).

23. Kirk  Angelle  testifies  he  denied  the  Gagné  claim  for  almost  the  exact  same 

reasons articulated by State Farm's adjuster in Broussard v. State Farm (Exhibit “Y”).

24. There  was  documentation  in  State  Farm  claims  files  where  representatives 

advised policyholders that "State Farm had informed him that it would be the company policy to 

deny wind coverage to every policy holder in my general area" or "if water touched it, we were 

told not to pay for wind" (see Exhibit “N,” pg. 17).

25. "...At  other  times,  the  Company would  refuse  to  mail  engineer  reports  to  the 

insured stating this was their work product" (see Exhibit “N,” pg. 21).

26. State Farm has produced testimony by a Team Manager, Kirk Angelle, attempting 

to parrot their defense, that somehow all of this evidence of cancellation/denial of slab claims is 

misleading and that each slab claim, including the Gagné slab claim, was reviewed individually 

before a decision was made to cancel the engineering assignment and deny the claim (Exhibit 

“Z”).
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27. In support of their argument, State Farm can produce no documents that support 

their defense. They can produce no emails that contradict the objective evidence documented in 

this motion. 

28. Plaintiff has sought documentation of the evidence via formal written discovery, 

correspondence,  telephone calls,  subpoena duces tecum, on the record in depositions and via 

requests for documents associated with the scheduled Supplemental 30(b)(6) deposition of State 

Farm.  These requests date back to January 25, 2007 and include written correspondence dated 

August 6, 2008, August 21, 2008, September 18, 2007, October 11, 2008, October 12, 2008, 

October 16, 2008, and October 25, 2008. These requests have been met with assertions that 1) 

the evidence does not exist; 2) by ignoring the request altogether; 3) asserting the request was 

diverted by a “spam” filter; 4) telling plaintiff's counsel “the emails are coming”; 5) asserting 

that Plaintiff is not entitled to the request; and 6) asserting that Plaintiff has failed to properly 

request the documents (Cumulative Exhibit “AA”).

29. The  Steve  Burke  contemporaneous  notes  from  the  meetings  he  attended  in 

October of 2005 are illustrative.  The notes are clearly relevant to the Gagné claim and have been 

ruled so by this Court in other similar cases.  They were provided to the plaintiff's in Marion v.  

State Farm,1:06cv896, as well as in Guice v. State Farm, 1:06cv001.  The Court also addressed 

the issue during the Burke deposition in the case at bar and stated,  in relevant part,  that  the 

contemporaneous notes “as the Court understands it, dealt with general issues of how to adjust 

slab claims.  And that the Gagnés had a slab and, therefore,  some of those discussions, at least, 

would've been relevant to the Gagné claim” (Exhibit “BB”).

30. Yet, State Farm continues to refuse to produce these notes.  Plaintiff had to take 

the deposition of Steve Burke without these notes and of course, with typical hypocrisy,  State 
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Farm argued that questioning about the notes (they withheld) without the notes being shown to 

the witness was improper questioning.  The witness used the absence of the notes to claim a 

failure  of  recollection  about  the  meeting  and  the  notes  themselves.   At  the  Rick  Moore 

deposition, the same tactic was employed.  The Burke notes indicate that Rick Moore conducted 

the  meeting.   When undersigned counsel  pointed  out  that  we couldn't  refresh  the  witnesses 

memory because State Farm was refusing to produce the key piece of evidence, a discussion 

ensued.  Plaintiff's counsel requested on the record that State Farm produce the document or give 

a valid reason for refusing to do so.  State Farm refused to take a position.  Once again the 

witness used the absence of the notes to claim a failure of recollection about the meeting and the 

notes themselves.

31. Another  disturbing  example  involves  a  series  of  emails  on  October  19  and 

October 20, 2005.  The emails begin with Joanna Meldrum (of Exponent, Inc.) sending a “status 

report” to Mark Wilcox on an unknown claim.2  Wilcox then forwards the “status report” to 

David Haddock.  Haddock then forwards the “status report” to Lecky King for review. Lecky has 

“some great concerns” and points to evidence in the file that, in her mind, indicates little wind 

damage.   This  completely  contradicts  the  testimony  of  State  Farm personnel  and  Exponent 

personnel that engineering reports were not reviewed by State Farm prior to issuance.  It also 

may lead to discoverable evidence of more troubling things, such as: 1) were they changed at the 

behest of State Farm; 2) were there discussions had about how to write reports in general; and 3) 

were discussions had about how to deal with reports written by Calvin Thomas, slab claims, the 

Gagné claim or claims in South Diamondhead?

2 Plaintiff has obtained a copy of the emails with the claimant's name redacted.
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32. This  process  of  massaging  the  engineering  reports  has  been  explicitly  denied 

under  oath  by  Exponent  and  State  Farm.  The  failure  to  provide  responsive  documents  has 

impaired Plaintiff's ability to seek justice and understand the facts.

33. Plaintiff is aware of the following documents in existence that are responsive to 

his discovery requests, yet have not been provided:

a) September 14, 2005 Lecky King email to Dave Randel and David Haddock stating, in 
part, “comment on the surrounding properties to support your findings. We do not want 
speculation on the cause of damage.”

b)  September  21,  2005   Lecky  King  email  to  Dave  Randel,  Rick  Moore  &  John 
Deganhart  stating in part,  “Has idea to not send engineers to each house but to deny 
claims and have policy holders hire their own expert.”

c) October 4, 2005 - Steve Burke's contemporaneous notes from Rick Moore meeting 
with Team Managers stating, in part, “Denials-start doing now no need for engineers”

d) October 5, 2005 - Steve Burke's contemporaneous notes  from Rick Moore meeting 
with Team Managers stating, in part, “”slick slab, popsicle stick water really high. No 
need for an engineer.”

e) October 7, 2005 Steve Burke's contemporaneous notes from October 7th meeting led by 
Rick Moore or Lecky King that state, in part, “just say no” and “pay on the backside if 
wind.”

f) October 13, 2005 email from Randy Down to Adam Sammi, Bill Forbes, Bob Kochan 
and Nellie  Williams documenting Steve Haddock's (sic) request  that  they not apply a 
percentage of cause in their reports. “They want us to state what we believe to have been 
the predominant (use that term) cause of the damage (wind or water).”

g) October 17, 2005 emails: 1) Brian Ford to Bob Kochran, documenting where Lecky 
rejects  eyewitness  account  out  of  hand,  says  base opinion on what  he sees,  no more 
reports for them, etc...; Lecky King email to Dave Randel, David Haddock and Sandy 
Schmidt – stop inspections.

h) October 19, 2005 email (with attachment) Joanna Meldrum (Exponent, Inc.) to Mark 
Wilcox “Status Report” attached;  and Forwarding of the email  from Mark Wilcox to 
David Haddock and Sandy Schmidt on October 20, 2005.  

i) October 20, 2005 email from David Haddock to Lecky King re: status report - “please 
review this  report  from Exponent.”;  and Lecky King email  on  same date  expressing 
concern, commenting on pictures in file, commenting on wind damage.
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j) October 27, 2005 email form Dave Randel to Lecky King - “this is wind? ... What firm 
is this one from?”

34. All of the documents, notes, emails, etc... that Plaintiff has not uncovered despite 

State Farm's obstructionist tactics including, but not limited to:

a) The CAT PL disks of David Haddock, Lecky King, Dave Randel, Rick Moore, Mark  
Drain, Kirk Angelle and Rachael Savoy.

b) All emails authored or received by Lecky King that reference the Gagné claim, or any 
King e-mails discussing the general policy of ordering or canceling engineering reports.

c) All emails authored or received by David Haddock that reference the Gagné claim, or 
any Haddock e-mails discussing the general policy of ordering or canceling engineering 
reports.

d)  All emails  authored or received by Mark Wilcox that reference the Gagné claim,  or 
any Wilcox e-mails discussing the general policy of ordering or canceling engineering 
reports.

e)  All emails  authored or received by Dave Randel that reference the Gagné claim,  or  
any Randel e-mails discussing the general policy of ordering or canceling engineering  
reports.

f)  All emails authored or received by Rick Moore that reference the Gagné claim, or any 
Moore e-mails  discussing  the  general  policy  of  ordering  or  canceling  engineering  
reports.

g) All emails to or from Exponent, Inc. personnel (including attachments) that deal with 
draft or “status” reports, or discuss general policies of ordering or canceling engineering 
assignments/reports.

35. Plaintiff respectfully submits he is entitled to the relief sought in this Motion. All 

the documents sought herein are discoverable and should be provided to the Plaintiff for use in 

this litigation.  Pursuant to Rule 37(a)(4)(A), Plaintiff respectfully requests the Court grant his 

motion, require State Farm to produce the requested information, and require the Defendants to 

pay the Plaintiff, and his counsel, reasonable expenses for having to bring the subject motion 

before the Court, including reasonable attorneys' fees and costs. Furthermore, that Plaintiff be 
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allowed to question witnesses about documentary evidence that, but for State Farm's improper 

discovery tactics, would have been in Plaintiff's possession when he conducted the depositions 

originally.

CONCLUSION

State Farm adjusted thousands of claims in South Mississippi after Hurricane Katrina. 

State Farm occasionally painted with too broad a brush and denied a claim in its entirety where 

there was no arguable basis to come to such a conclusion. Rather than admitting their mistake, 

they have chosen to try and cover up their mistake in a federal proceeding.  For example, the 

decision  to  deny all  claims  in  Biloxi  inside  a  certain  debris  line  may have  been  a  reckless 

decision  but  ultimately  a  decision  that  would not  lead  to  a  punitive  verdict.   However,  the 

decision  to  take  the  same  approach  on  the  Gagné claim,  on  the  front  line  of  the  northeast 

quadrant  of Hurricane Katrina's  eyewall,  with particularized  evidence of local  wind damage, 

resulted in a serious instance of bad faith.  To make matters worse, once State Farm did this, they 

actively  began  trying  to  cover  up  and  mislead  litigants  and  the  Court  as  to  the  actual 

circumstances  that  lead to  the denial  of the claim.  This  is  continued bad faith.   State  Farm 

continues to refuse to produce relevant evidence that will shed light on the basis for the denial of 

Robert Gagné's claim. The Court must act and require State Farm to identify the basic facts to 

their policy holder so that a just determination of responsibility and liability can be made.    

WHEREFORE,  PREMISES  CONSIDERED,  Plaintiff  respectfully  requests  this 

Honorable Court to enter an Order overruling the objections of the Defendants, and compelling 

the Defendants to provide complete answers and responses to the Plaintiff's discovery requests, 

as set forth above, in a time frame deemed appropriate by this Honorable Court, and ordering the 

Defendants to pay costs and expenses, including reasonable attorney's fees, incurred in bringing 
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this  Motion before the Court.  Furthermore,  Plaintiff  requests that  the Court  authorize the re-

opening of depositions that were limited by State Farm's failure to comply with these discovery 

requests if, after reviewing the documents, Plaintiff requests additional questions based upon the 

newly  received  information.  Plaintiff  requests  any  and  all  additional  relief  in  favor  of  the 

Plaintiff deemed appropriate by the Court.

Respectfully submitted this 2nd day of December, 2008.

Robert Gagné, Plaintiff

By: William F. Merlin, Jr.    
William F. Merlin, Jr., MSB 102390
777 S. Harbour Island Blvd., Ste 950
Tampa, FL 33602
(813) 229-1000
wmerlin@merlinlawgroup.com

By: /s/ Jesse B. Hearin, III__
Jesse B. Hearin, III, PHV 
USDC, So. Dist. Bar 44802
La. State Bar 22422
1009 Carnation St. Ste E
Slidell, LA 70460
Tel: (985) 639-3377
jbhearin@gmail.com

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

COMES NOW the Plaintiff, Robert R. Gagné, by and through counsel, hereby certify 

that I filed the foregoing Plaintiff's Motion to Compel (Expedited Briefing and Hearing 

Requested) with the Clerk of the Court using the ECF system which will send notification of 

such filing to ECF participants of record. 

SO NOTICED  this 2nd day of December, 2008.

By: /s/ Jesse B. Hearin, III__
Jesse B. Hearin, III
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